Parents & carers are invited to join in a repeat of the fun program we offered last year that highlights our specialist programs. Have fun and learn a little more about how we are using technology and inspiring creativity in our students.

An introduction by Robyn Floyd will focus on ICT in literacy while the hands-on activities this year will include working with Natasha Black to understand how we use iPads to improve sporting performance. Kate Van der Jagt will show how we develop dance in our Performing Arts program.

Finally, as was popular last year, we will all meet at the French Café for coffee and croissants to practice a little French with the use of magic buttons.

Robyn Floyd, Laurence Barré, Natasha Black, Kate Van der Jagt, Helga Shaw, Susie Walton, Michelle Freeland-Small

To help with catering please return this form by Tuesday 15th July

I will be attending the ‘Be a student for a morning’ day.

Signed …………………………………………….